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Helen Hunt Jackson
and the Campaign for Ponca
Restitution, 1880-1881
VALERIE SHERER MATHES

At Boston's Hotel Brunswick on Wednesday, 3 December 1879,
poet, essayist, and novelist Helen Fiske Hunt Jackson was seated
between poet John Greenleaf Whittier and editor Charles Dudley
Warner. The publishers of the Atlantic Monthly were giving a
party in honor of Oliver Wendell Holmes's seventieth birthday,
and Jackson was only one of a hundred notables, including Harriet Beecher Stowe and Mark Twain, who had assembled to pay
homage to the venerable sage and poet. For the occasion, Jackson
had written a poem, and Warner had agreed to read it before the
gathering.' Often unsure of her work, Jackson had included a letter with the poem, informing Warner that he could back out if he
wanted to "get a cold, or buy a pair of oxen, or anything else in
the way of an excuse. I am humble minded enough to be quite
sure if you think the verses aren't fit to read, that they aren't!"^'
She need not have worried, for Warner extolled her abilities
before reading her dedication to Holmes. As she sat quietly
among her literary friends and acquaintances at the end of 1879,
this talented woman was on the brink of a major change in the direction of her life. Within weeks, Jackson's concern for the rights
of the Ponca Indians would thrust her into the public eye as she
began the work that would make her one of the foremost Indian
1. Ruth Odell, Helen Hunt Jackson IH. H.) (New York: D. Appleton-Century Co.,
1939), pp. 152-53; Evelyn 1. Banning, Helen Hunt Jackson (New York: Vanguard
Press. 1973), pp. 147-48. Holmes's birthday was actually 29 August, but because
many of his friends would be away from Boston to avoid the summer heat, it had
been decided to hold the gathering in December. For additional information, see
"Honoring Dr. Holmes," New York Daily Tribune, 4 Dec. 1879.
2. Helen Hunt Jackson to Charles Dudley Warner, 27 Nov. 1879, Warner Collection. Watkinson Library, Trinity College. Hartford, Conn.
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reformers of the nineteenth century. Eventually, she would call
on Holmes and other literary personalities to do their part in supporting the cause of the Ponca.
Helen Fiske was born in Amherst, Massachusetts, in 1830 and
married army lieutenant Edward Bissell Hunt in 1852. The couple

Helen Fiske Hunt Jackson

had two boys, but after the tragic loss of the eldest son, followed
by the deaths of Edward Hunt in October 1863 and the remaining
son in 1865, the grieving woman turned to a literary career. Soon,
her poems and prose pieces appeared in the pages of the New
York Evening Post, New York Independent, The Nation, Atlantic
Monthly, Scribner's Monthly Magazine, Christian Union, Boston
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Daily Advertiser, and Youth's Companion,^ In 1875, Helen Fiske
Hunt married banker and railroad promoter William Sharpless
Jackson of Colorado Springs, Colorado. She continued to write in
her new home, but she missed the stimulation of literary gatherings. In the autumn of 1879, she decided to travel east to visit
friends and pay her respects to Holmes at the December celebration. While in Boston, Jackson participated in various gatherings
and, one month before the birthday party, attended a lecture
given by Standing Bear, a chief of the Ponca tribe. While Jackson
had not been interested in humanitarian causes prior to this time,
the plight of the Ponca caught her attention.
The Ponca, along with the Omaha, Osage, Kansa, and Quapaw,
made up the Dhegiha (Dégina, Thegiha) division of the Siouan linguistic family. According to tradition, at one time these five
tribes were one and lived in the Southeast, possibly Carolina and
Virginia. By A.D. 1500, however, they were found living around
the Ohio and Wabash rivers. As they migrated both north and
west, the tribes split, with the Ponca and Omaha, the closest kinsmen, being the last to separate. The Ponca traveled far into the
north country, establishing themselves in the drainage area of
the Niobrara River where, at the river's mouth, they built their
earthen lodges protected by stockades of cottonwood logs. Eventually, their territory extended from the west bank of the Missouri to the North Platte River in the south and west to the Black
Hills. The northern boundary extended from the mouth of the
White River in South Dakota to the Black Hills. Because of the
proximity to the powerful Teton Sioux, competition between the
two tribes along this northern boundary was inevitable.*
In their new home, the Ponca made periodic forays onto the
plains to hunt buffalo, and they engaged in fishing as well as the
growing of corn, beans, squash, and pumpkins. By the late eighteenth century, they were drawn into the European trade, and
their villages soon became a regular stopping place for traders,
3. Her good friend Thomas Wentworth Higginson noted that her poetry
"unquestionably takes rank above that of any American woman, and its only rival
would be found, curiously enough, in that of her early schoolmate, Emily Dickinson" (Higginson, Contemporaries [Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1899], p. 162).
4. For a general discussion of the origins of the Ponca, see James H. Howard,
The Ponca Tribe, Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology Bulletin,
no. 195 (Washington, D.C, 1965), pp. 4-6,10-23; and Joseph H. Cash and Gerald W.
Wolff, The Ponca People (Phoenix: Indian Tribal Series, 1975), pp. 1-6, 22-26. The
most complete history of the tribe is Joseph Jablow, Ponca Indians: Ethnohistory
of the Ponca, Garland American Indian Ethnohistory Series (New York: Garland
Publishing, 1974).
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military men, and explorers. In September 1804, the Lewis and
Clark Expedition stopped at the Ponca village. Other visitors followed, including two prominent artists. In 1832, George Catlin arrived in time to witness the tribe, which he estimated at between
four and five hundred individuals, packing up their village in
preparation for moving onto the prairies to hunt buffalo. Catlin
was impressed with the refined manners of the chief, who related
to the artist the desperate poverty of his people. Catlin's fulllength portrait of the man reveals his quiet dignity.^ Then, in May
of the following year, former-Prussian-army-officer-turned-naturalist Alexander Philipp Maximilian, Prince of Wied-Neuwied, arrived at the Ponca village accompanied by Swiss artist Karl Bodmer. Like Catlin, Bodmer painted the Ponca chief, who now
sported a small fashionable beard and proudly displayed a silver
medal given him by officials.*
The Ponca signed their first treaty of peace and friendship
with the federal government in 1817, followed in 1825 by a second
treaty. Peace with the government did not necessarily mean
prosperity for the tribe, however; by mid-nineteenth century, although increasing numerically, the Ponca were experiencing economic difficulties. Buffalo hunting was no longer successful, and
neighboring tribes were repeatedly raiding their village. In
March 1858, in exchange for the government's promise to provide
them with annuities, schools, mills, houses, and protection for
both person and property for the next thirty years, they signed
another treaty that delineated a reservation in the southeastern
corner of Dakota Territory along the Missouri River north of the
Niobrara. In an 1865 treaty, the tribe gave up some thirty thousand acres of land in return for their old burial grounds and some
farmlands. The Ponca settled down on their 96,000-acre reservation, built log houses, sent their children to three available
schools, and attended church in the Episcopal mission chapel.
Even in this relatively peaceful situation, both Brule' and Oglala
Sioux continued to attack them, and various natural disasters, including floods, droughts, and a locust infestation, made life difficult for the Ponca.
The final insult was a bureaucratic error, the origin of which is
still unclear. Somehow, the Ponca reservation was included in the
5. George Catlin, Letters aiid Notes on the Manners, Customs, and Coitdition of
the North American Indians, 2 vols. (1841; reprint ed.. New York: Dover Publications, 1973), 1:212-17.
6. Prince Maximilian zu Wied, People of the First Man: Life among the Plains
Indians in Their Filial Days of Glory, illus. Karl Bodmer, ed. Davis Thomas and
Karin Ronnefeldt (New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1976), pp. 26-29.
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1868 Fort Laramie Treaty, which established the Great Sioux
Reservation and gave the Sioux all of South Dakota west of the
Missouri River. The Sioux used the inclusion of the Ponca lands
as an excuse to call the Ponca trespassers and increase their attacks on them. Unfortunately, the government did nothing to rectify the error. For eight years, the Ponca lived under constant
Sioux threat until Congress appropriated $25,000 in 1876 to remove them to Indian Territory (Oklahoma). This plan fit into the
existing federal policy of concentrating western tribes upon a few
large reservations —part of President Ulysses S. Grant's Indian
"peace policy" —and the Ponca were only one of several tribes
forced to undergo removal during this period.
Ten Ponca chiefs, including Standing Bear, were chosen to
journey to Indian Territory and make a selection of lands for a
new home. Standing Bear and seven of the others were so disheartened by the land that they decided to return home on foot
when officials refused to provide transportation. Traveling for
fifty days, they endured bitter cold with only blankets for
warmth, slept in haystacks, ate raw corn, and walked barefoot in
snow when their moccasins wore out. The two remaining chiefs
completed the journey to Indian Territory, and after strong urgings from accompanying officials, they reluctantly selected land.
The tribe was split over removal, but nevertheless the first party
of 170 members endured a fifty-nine-day journey in cold weather
to arrive in Indian Territory in the spring of 1877. The remaining
group, reluctant but threatened with the use of troops, set out
later in the spring on a sixty-five-day trek that was marred by
heavy rainstorms, a tornado, and considerable deaths along the
way. Once in Indian Territory, all found housing inadequate, and
malaria took a heavy toll of their numbers. In an attempt to improve the condition of their people. Standing Bear and several
other headmen traveled to Washington in the fall of 1877 to meet
with President Rutherford B. Hayes. The Ponca chiefs asked that
they be allowed either to return to their old reservation or to join
their kinsmen, the Omaha, in Nebraska. Denied both requests,
they returned to Indian Territory to find their people's condition
unimproved.'
7. Information on the establishment of the Ponca reservation, its inclusion in
the Sioux reservation, and the resultant hardships of removal is found in H. H.
[Helen Hunt Jackson], A Century of Dishonor: A Sketch of the United States Government's Dealings with Some of the Indian Tribes (Boston: Roberts Brothers.
1888), pp. 186-217; H. H. [Helen Hunt Jackson], "Standing Bear and Bright Eyes,"
New York Independent, 20 Nov. 1879; Robert W. Mardock. The Reformers and the
American Iridian (Columbia; University of Missouri Press. 1971), pp. 168-91; Robert
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In January 1879, Standing Bear took the body of his son, a recent malaria victim who had requested burial on the old reservation, and headed north with thirty followers. Exhausted and on
the point of starvation, the group arrived in Nebraska at the
Omaha reservation in March. Omaha chief Joseph La Flesche
took them in, offering them food, seeds, and land upon which to
settle. They were, however, soon arrested at the request of Secretary of the Interior Carl Schurz, by order of Brig. Gen. George
Crook, commander of the Department of the Platte, for leaving
Indian Territory without permission. The plight of the Ponca
quickly reached the public. Prominent Nebraska citizens established the Omaha Committee in their behalf, and Thomas Henry
Tibbies, an assistant editor of the Omaha Daily Herald, hired two
lawyers for the Indians' defense, possibly at the suggestion of
General Crook, who had only reluctantly arrested Standing Bear.
In the decision of Standing Bear v. Crook, district court judge
Elmer S. Dundy declared the Indian a legal "person" with the
W. Mardock, "Standing Bear and the Reformers," in Indian Leaders: Oklahoma's
First Statesmeii, ed. H. Glenn Jordan and Thomas M. Holm, Oklahoma Series, vol.
10 (Oklahoma City: Oklahoma Historical Society, 1979), pp. 101 13; Howard, Ponca
Tribe, pp. 23-36; and Henry E. Fritz, The Movement for Indian Assimilation.
1860-1890 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1963), pp. 186-91.

Omaha Indian village, 1871
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right to sue out a writ of habeas corpus in the federal courts, and
he ordered the prisoners released.*
As a consequence of this courtroom victory, Tibbies resigned
his editorial position and, aided by the Omaha Committee, organ8. For a complete discussion of the trial, see Thomas Henry Tibbies, The Ponca
Chiefs: An Account of the Trial of Standing Bear, ed. Kay Graber (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1972). This book was first published under a pseudonym in
1880 in Boston as part of Tibbles's campaign for Indian reform.
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ized an eastern lecture tour to generate money and support for
the cause. The tour group included Standing Bear and two children of Omaha chief Joseph La Flesche —Frank and Susette, or
"Bright Eyes." Educated at Elizabeth Institute for Young Ladies,
Bright Eyes was selected as Standing Bear's interpreter, and the
appearance on stage of the graceful Indian girl and the stoic Indian chief was a winning combination.^ The tour had its greatest
success in Boston, where a group of prominent citizens, including
Helen Hunt Jackson, Massachusetts senator Henry L. Dawes and
governor John D. Long, Boston mayor Frederick 0. Prince, and
poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, organized the Boston Indian
Citizenship Committee to fight for the rights of the Ponca and
other tribes.
Not even abolition had previously attracted Jackson to humanitarian work, but for some reason this dignified Indian with the
gentle face "stamped with unutterable sadness"'" moved her to
take up his cause. She campaigned for money and used her wit
and guile to draw prominent friends and individuals into the effort. She "used her best influence," according to author Joaquin
Miller, "to have [Wendell] Phillips take the platform for the Indians as he had done for the Negro."" Her many acquaintances in
the publishing world —individuals such as Charles Dudley Warner of the Hartford Courant and Whitelaw Reid of the New York
Daily Tribune —were asked for favors in getting news before the
public.'^ Friends who refused or seemed slow to respond were
queried about their reasons. She demanded an explanation from
Rev. Moncure D. Conway, a former Unitarian minister and abolitionist, about why he was not interested in helping the Indians.
9. For a study of Bright Eyes, see Dorothy Clarke Wilson, Bright Eyes: The
Story of Susette La Flesche, an Omaha Indian (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1974), and Margaret Crary, Susette LaFlesche: Voice of the Omaha Indians (New
York: Hawthorne Books, 1973).
10. H. H. [Helen Hunt Jackson], "Standing Bear and Bright Eyes," New York Independent, 20 Nov. 1879.
11. Joaquin Miller, San Francisco Call 18 Sept. 1892. Wendell Phillips did take
up the Ponca cause and wrote the dedication to the 1880 publication of The Ponca
Chiefs: An Indian's Attempt to Appeal from the Tomahawk to the Courts, which
was reprinted in 1972 as Tibbies, The Ponca Chiefs: An Account of the Trial of
Standing Bear. Phillips called the story "a fair specimen of the system of injustice,
oppression, and robbery which the Government calls 'its Indian Policy' " (Dedication in Tibbies, Ponca Chiefs, p. 2).
12. Jackson to Charles Dudley Warner, 18 Nov. 1879, Warner Collection; Jackson to Whitelaw Reid, 7 Dec. 1879, Reel no. 151, Series 3, vol. 105, Shelf Accession
no. DM 14,900, Whitelaw Reid Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C;
Valerie Sherer Mathes, "Helen Hunt Jackson: A Legacy of Indian Reform," Essays
in Colorado History 4 (1986): 28.
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The Indian, "who is on the whole much more cruelly oppressed
. . . left to starve, and forced into poisonous climates to die," she
admonished Conway, "is far worse off then the average slave
ever was —and is a higher nobler creature."^^
Jackson quickly decided to use her literary talents to arouse
public support. In a late November 1879 letter to the editor of the
New York Daily Tribune, she called the plight of Standing Bear
"a striking illustration of the working of our Indian policy." All
Standing Bear wanted, Jackson declared, was monetary help to
enable his tribe to appeal to the courts for restoration of their
lands, from which "they have been so unjustly and barbarously
expelled." The question at issue, Jackson stated simply, was this:
"Has the Indian any rights which the white man is bound to respect?"^* Jackson and other supporters of the Indians were also
hoping that appeals of the Standing Bear v. Crook decision would
take the issue to the Supreme Court where a federal ruling on Indian rights could be obtained.'^ Wholeheartedly committed, Jackson threw herself into her new "hobby" and began intensive daily
research at the Astor Library in New York City on the Ute, Cheyenne, and other northern tribes.'* From her hotel room, she continued to write letters to editors of local papers, discussing various Indian tribes and topics. Soon obsessed with her work, she
noted in a letter to Warner: "I shall be found with 'Indians' engraved on my brain when I am dead. —A fire has been kindled
within me which will never go out."'^
13. Jackson to Conway, 25 July 1880, Moncure D. Conway Papers, Rare Book and
Manuscript Library, Butler Library. Columbia University, New York, N.Y.
14. Jackson to the editor, 20 Nov. 1879, signed "Justice," printed in New York
Daily Tribune. 24 Nov. 1879. For more information on Jackson's Indian reform activities, see Allan Nevins, "Helen Hunt Jackson, Sentimentalist vs. Realist," American Scholar 10 (Summer 1941): 269-85.
15. Francis Paul Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis: Christian Reformers
and the Indian, 1865-1900 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1976), pp.
114-16; Loring Benson Priest, Uncle Sam's Stepchildren: The Reformation of
United States Indian Policy, 1865-1887 (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University
Press, 1942), p. 77; Mardock, Reformers and the American Indian, pp. 176-81.
16. On 27 January 1880, Jackson wrote: "1 begin today, my solid work at the
Astor Library —going back, 100 years —to tell sharply . . . the history of our 'Century of Dishonor'—in a small book" (Jackson to William Hayes Ward, 27 Jan. 1880.
Helen Hunt Jackson Correspondence, Huntington Library, San Marino, Calif.). In
another letter to Ward, inscribed "The Berkeley, 1880" (probably April or May)
and also in the Huntington Library collection, she stated, "I have been working
every day at the Astor Lib. from 9 till 4!" On 30 January 1880, she remarked that
she was at the Astor "all the forenoon but am usually in after five or half past"
(Jackson to Mrs. Henry Benham, New Hampshire Historical Society, Concord,
N.H.). See also Jackson to Moncure D. Conway, 10 June 1880, Conway Papers.
17. Jackson to Charles Dudley Warner, 21 Dec. 1879, Warner Collection.
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It was only a matter of time before Jackson herame embroiled
in a verbal battle v, **h reform-minded Secretary of the Interior
Carl Schurz, who proved to be her most identifiable adversary.
Born in Germany in 1829, Schurz came to the United States in
1852 and soon became a minor power in the Republican party in
Wisconsin. He served as a United States senator from 1869 to
1875 before President Rutherford B. Hayes appointed him as secretary of the interior in 1877. The Ponca removal had already
been in preparation when he took over his position. As early as
1878, Indian Commissioner Ezra A. Hayt admitted in his annual
report that the Ponca had been wronged and asked for restitution. Schurz fully agreed with Hayt, but unfortunately Congress
failed to pass a bill presented by the Interior Department for
Ponca tribal relief.'^ Jackson, depending heavily upon government reports as research materials, must have been aware of
these facts, but by the end of 1879, she and the Boston Indian Citizenship Committee were interested in gaining much more than
relief for the Ponca. In an 11 December 1879 letter to the editor of
the New York Daily Tribune, Jackson criticized the secretary for
claiming that the Ponca were now content and acclimated to Indian Territory. "It cannot be too strenuously urged upon the attention of the people at this time," Jackson wrote, "that the appeal of
these Ponca Indians to the Supreme Court will, if successful, do
for the Indian race precisely what the Emancipation act did for
the negTO.""
When Schurz had first been appointed secretary, Jackson had
been supportive of him, and she was not immediately convinced
of his culpability in the Ponca affair. She conceded that a letter of
his, dated 23 August 1879, in the Boston Daily Advertiser "was
one of t h e . . . noticeable instrumentalities in bringing the
'wrongs inflicted on the Ponças to public notice.' "^° Meanwhile,
the secretary himself presented his own and the department's
18. Mardock, "Standing Bear and the Reformers," p. 104; Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis, p. 114; "The Ponças," in U.S., Department of the Interior, Office
of Indian Affairs, Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the Interior for the Year 1879 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office. 1879), p. xiv.
19. Jackson to the editor. 11 Dec. 1879, signed "H. H.," printed as "The Indian
Problem: Questions for the American People," New York Daily Tribune, 15 Dec.
1879.
20. Jackson to the editor, 23 Dec. 1879, signed "H. H.," printed as "The Wrongs
of the Indians," New York Daily Tribune, 28 Dec. 1879. She carefully noted, however, that Schurz made an error in his August letter when he stated that the Ponca
had never had more than sixty log cabins; the official documents of the Department
of the Interior noted that the Indians had one hundred fifty houses as well as five
hundred cultivated acres.
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point of view. In an open letter to Governor Long of Massachusetts, he outlined his position, stating that to return the Ponca to
their former lands when the Sioux were now living there would
be a mistake that might irritate the Sioux enough to create another outbreak. In addition, because of the invasion of the Indian
Territory by "a reckless, lawless, grasping element of [white] adventurers, . . . Indian settlements actually on such lands should
remain there at least while the Indian Territory is in danger
[from these land seekers].... An attempt to right the wrongs of
the Ponças [by returning them to Dakota] now, might involve consequences disastrous to an Indian population a hundred times as
numerous as they are."^^ The secretary also stressed the fact that
the removal of the Ponca had been authorized prior to his becoming secretary and that his first official report had discussed the
wrongdoing "before that wrong was taken any notice of by the
public."^^
Jackson and Schurz began a heated public exchange in early
January 1880 when she wrote him and enclosed excerpts from the
letter of a Boston woman willing to contribute money for a suit to
regain Ponca lands. Jackson inquired of Schurz whether he approved of such a suit, and if not, why not?^^ He replied: "The Supreme Court has repeatedly decided that an Indian tribe cannot
sue the United States or a State in the federal courts." Schurz
suggested that any monies collected should go instead to the improvement of Indian schools. The solution to the problem of Indian landholding, he wrote, was in legislation that would transform
tribal title into individual title. "Then they will," he concluded,
"hold their lands by the same title by which white men hold
theirs, and they will, as a matter of course, have the same standing in the courts, and the same legal protection of their
property.""

21. Carl Schurz to John D. Long, 9 Dec. 1880, in Speeches, Correspondence and
Political Papers of Carl Schurz, ed. Frederic Bancroft, 6 vols. (New York; G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1913), 4:58-59.
22. Schurz to Edward Atkinson, 28 Nov. 1879. ibid., 3:485.
23. The correspondence between Schurz and Jackson originally appeared in the
New York Daily Tribune and the Boston Daily Advertiser. Jackson included it as
an appendix to A Century of Dishonor, pp. 359-66. Her first letter to Schurz, outlined here, is dated 9 Jan. 1880 and appears on pages 359-61. By February 1880,
over six thousand dollars had been raised to aid in the Ponca suit. See "The Week,"
The Nation 30 (12 Feb. 1880): 105-6. Nevins, "Helen Hunt Jackson, Sentimentalist
vs. Realist," pp. 271-74, defends Schurz in this controversy.
24. Schurz to Jackson, 17 Jan. 1880, in Jackson, A Century of Dishonor, p. 362.
This letter also appears in Speeches, Correspondence and Political Papers of Carl
Schurz, 3:496-99.
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In her 22 January reply, Jackson inquired if a bill such as
Schurz proposed had ever been presented before Congress. He
replied in the affirmative, noting that such bills were now up for
congressional consideration. This idea, the allotting of lands in
severalty, had long been attractive to many government officials,
including President Thomas Jefferson, who believed that the independent yeoman farmer was the backbone of democracy. To
Jefferson and others, the best way to assimilate the Indian was to
turn him into a typical nineteenth-century farmer." Allotment
thus became an important goal of Indian reformers such as
Schurz, and the passage of the Dawes Severalty Act in 1887
would be seen as a great victory. Under the allotment concept,
reservations were to be broken up, with heads of household receiving 160 acres and individuals receiving less.^^ As the debate
between Jackson and Schurz continued, numerous supporters
were willing to argue Jackson's point of view against the secretary. A New York Times editorial that summarized the Ponca
controversy observed that Schurz had given the impression that
he did not approve of the attempt to obtain legal rights for the Indians. The paper cynically remarked, "It is to be regretted that
the Secretary did not pause here long enough to show how the
giving to an Indian of 160 acres of land can clothe him with civil
rights which he does not now possess, and which the Secretary
thinks that the courts cannot give him.""
The debates with Schurz may have caused Jackson to realize
that letters to the editor were not enough; more had to be done to
bring the Indians' problems before the public. As early as December 1879, she told Charles Dudley Warner that she now wanted to
write a book, "simply and curtly a Record of our broken treaties
— and call it 'A Century of Dishonor.' I never so much as dreamed
what we had been guilty of."^^ Between hurried letters to editors,
Jackson began work on the manuscript. Beginning with a legal
25. Thomas Jefferson, The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, Monticello ed.. 20 vols.
(Washington. D.C; Thomas Jefferson Memorial Association, 1904). 16:451-52.
26. Allotment is the subject of numerous books, including Wilcomb E. Washburn.
The Assault on Indian Tribalism: The General Allotment Law (Dawes Act) of
1887. America's Alternatives Series (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co.. 1975).
Leonard A. Carlson, in Indians, Bureaucrats, and Land: The Dawes Act and the
Decline of Indian Farming, Contributions in Economics and Economic History, no.
36 (Westport. Conn.: Greenwood Press. 1981), emphatically states that instead of
helping the Indians, allotment was detrimental and led to the decline of farming.
27. "Civil Rights in Acres," New York Times, 21 Feb. 1880. This article is reproduced in Jackson, A Century of Dishonor, pp. 366-69.
28. Jackson to Warner. 21 Dec. 1879. Warner Collection. See also Jackson to
Ward. 21 Jan. 1880. Jackson Correspondence, Huntington Library.
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brief on the original right of Indian occupancy, which she submitted to two lawyers for approval, she followed with seven tribal histories, including one of the Ponca, and a chapter on massacres of Indians by whites. The government's treatment of the Indians was, she wrote, "a shameful record of broken treaties and
unfulfilled promises," aggravated by the frontiersmen's common
practice of "murder, outrage, robbery, and wrongs" committed
against the Indians." The publication of her book, she hoped,
would give the 1880 Congress the opportunity "to cover itself
with a lustre of glory, as the first to cut short our nation's record
of cruelties and perjuries!" and redeem the country's name from
this "stain of a century of dishonor!"^"
As she waited for her book to come off the press at the end of
1880, Jackson's indignation at Secretary Schurz increased. In a 3
December letter to Warner, she called the secretary an "arch
hypocrite," and three days later she wrote, "I declare I think I
shall burst a blood vessel some day in my indignation at the cheek
of that man.""' In a February 1881 letter to William Hayes Ward,
editor of the New York Independent, she wrote that Schurz "has
made a desperate fight in this last month —but [in] spite of all his
tricks, lies, devices of any sorts. Slandering innocent girls —&
men above reproach —browbeating Commissions & Committees
— cheating Associated Reserivation] Agents etc. —he is worse off
today than ever before —but not nearly so badly off as he deserves to be."" A month later, she wrote Ward that the secretary
had been "wicked, insincere, and hypocritical."^^
Jackson had begun her study of the government's dealings
with the Indians as a supporter of Schurz, but, in almost identical
letters to Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Oliver Wendell
Holmes on 2 March 1881, she outlined the reasons behind her
change of opinion concerning the secretary. Within the last few
months, she told the two men, Schurz had developed "such malignity towards innocent people: and such astounding and wholesale
lying" that she strongly urged true friends of the Indians to denounce him and his methods.^* Jackson's letter to Holmes, which
29. Jackson, A Century of Dishonor, p. 339.
30. Ibid., p. 31. A Century of Dishonor was first published in January 1881.
31. Jackson to Warner, 3 and 6 Dec. 1880, Warner Collection.
32. Jackson to Ward, 23 Feb. 1881, Jackson Correspondence, Huntington Library.
33. Jackson to Ward, 23 Mar. 1881, ibid.
34. Jackson to Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and Jackson to Oliver Wendell
Holmes, 2 Mar. 1881, Helen Hunt Jackson Papers, Houghton Library, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Mass.
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follows in full, is an interesting historical document, not only
because it was written with deep concern to two respected American authors, but also because it shows Jackson's total dedication
to Indian reform. In addition, it reveals the depth and skill of her
research abilities, thus making A Century of Dishonor even more
valuable. Her letter to Longfellow, which is essentially the same
as the one to Holmes, includes two additional paragraphs; these
have been inserted within brackets in the following text. Both letters are housed at the Houghton Library, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Dear Dr. Holmes,
Will you give me half an hour? And will you allow me to refer
to the great friendliness of a note you once wrote me, as my
apology for this intrusion on your time?
/ want to say a few words to you in regard to Sec. Schurz's position on the Indian question and I want to preface my words, by
telling you that a year and a half ago when I began to look into
the history of our Govt.s dealings with the Indians, I was so cnthusiastic an admirer of^ Carl Schurz, that I would not permit one
of the 'Ponca agitators " as they are called, to say a word in my
presence against Carl Schurz. At that time, no evidence that
could have been laid before me, by any man would have made me
think ill of him: and it was with very great pain that I came shwly,—solely in consequence of my study of the Records of his oum
Bureau, to change my opinion.—¡mention this fact, that you may
see how very different my position in regard to the matter is
from that of those persons who have become antagonistic towards him simply in regard to the matter of the Ponças. That is
only one out of scores!
Of course it has been impossible for you, and Mr. Longfellow,
and many ofthe gentlemen who have signed the invitation to this
dinner to Schurz,^^ to even follow the newspaper controversy on
the Ponca business—much less to get at the numberless points
and facts not brought to surface in it: andido not at all wonder
that there has been in many minds a reaction in favor of Schurz,
35. Schurz resigned as secretary of the interior on 4 March 1881 to take an editorial position with a New York newspaper. According to Mardock, Reformers and
the American Indian, p. 190, "his admirers in Boston" gave a dinner in his honor. It
was probably this pending event that Jackson was alluding to here.
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produced by some of the methods and manners of his assailantsJ*"
I have greatly regretted the shape the thing took: and until recently have felt that it was neither wise nor worth while to make
direct attacks on the Secretary—he being no worse than his
predecessors—and the root of the trouble, being in the system—:
but he has developed within the last few months such malignity
towards innocent people: and such astounding and wholesale
lying, that I feel now that every true friend of the Indians ought
to help in denouncing both him and his methods:
When it was said by the Correspondent of the Springfield Republican that Bright Eyes was a "phenomenal liar," for having
said that she could not see her uncle, it was Schurz who told what
he knew to be a dastardly lie — which is proved—
i^* by the sworn testimony of the Rev. Mr. Dorsey: who testifies that he heard Mr. Haworth say to Schurz, "I have arranged
that she shall not see her uncle till after the papers are signed. "^^
2° by the written statement of the Editor of the Republican
(when forced to give his authority} that it came "direct from Carl
Schurz. "—
I know of no more striking instance of the helpless position of
the Indian outside the protection of the law, than that a respectable paper like the Republican unthinkingly printed in regard to
that helpless Indian girl, a slander, it would never have dared to
print in regard to a woman whose father brother husband or
friend could have held the Editor responsible for it!—
I enclose to you an article of my own, which by simple citations
from Schurz's own Reports proves him to have egregiously lied
in his last one—attempting to take credit to himself for having
long advocated the policy, which he now sees the people
demand. —
I enclose also an editorial from the Worcester Spy, which better than any thing which has been concisely written, shows the
36. Senator Henry Dawes had viciously attacked the secretary in a speech in
Congress in January 1881, implying that the secretary's German background was
the reason for his poor treatment of Indians. Sec Mardock, Reformers and the
American Indian, pp. 186-87, and Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis, pp.
116-17.
37. In the fall of 1880. Bright Eyes again toured the East, giving speeches about
Indian rights. In December, a number of Ponca chiefs also came east to meet with a
government commission investigating the Ponca removal. White Swan, Bright
Eye's uncle, was among them. Bright Eyes claimed that she was denied access to
her uncle until after he had talked to the commission and agreed to remain in Indian Territory. See Wilson, Bright Eyes, pp. 271-74. Rev. James Owen Dorsey was
the mterpreter engaged for the chiefs by the Interior Department.
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enormity of his course in regard to the Ponças—also the repeated
misrepresentations he has made in regard to his not being responsible for removal It is a curious point bearing on the law of
heredity that this Editorial is written by a grandson of the Jeremiah Evarts who wrote fifty years ago, a series of eloquent letters in the National Intelligencer, signed " W^ Penn. ", in behalf
of the Cherokees.^^
I assure you that every statement in this Editorial is strictly
true, and can be proved by sworn testimony, and official Reports.
—I enclose also an Editorial written by Cha^ Dudley Warner on
the subject —There are but two newspapers of any standing
which now endorse Schurz's course in this matter: the Eve. Post.
& the Nation. The Ed. of the Eve. Post is a warm personal friend
of Schurz's, and stands by him, heart and hand, as is right. We all
must trust to that and there is no man, probably, so bad, that he
will not have a following of friends who, judging his acts by him,
& not him by his acts, believe in him to the end. The Nation would
of course be, apriori, against the "Sentimentalists''—and in that
I confess I heartily sympathize with it: but it has been so thoroughly antagonistic in this matter that it has not taken the trouble to be informed accurately, even on points where both sides
agree —& claims for Mr. Schurz what he never dared claim for
himself!—
I wish also to tell you of a recent order of Mr. Schurz's which
came to light in the report of the Ponca Commissions^" This is in
the sworn testimony of the Rev. Alfred Rig g s,*" missionary to the
Santee Sioux, whose reservation joins the old Ponca Reservation
in Dakota. The Ponças now on that Reservation are free men—so
pronounced by a U.S. Court —'^^ They are working hard for a living, but having been forced to leave all their possessions behind
them in Indian Territory, they are very poor, and need help.—
38. Jeremiah Evarts was born in Vermont in 1781 and graduated from Yale University. He devoted his life to Christian missionary work and authored twenty-four
articles in support of the Cherokee that appeared in the National Intelligencer in
1829. These essays were the fullest support of the Cherokee case and the government's obligations to them.
39. The Ponca Commission appointed by President Hayes in December 1880 consisted of generals George Crook and Nelson A. Miles and two civilians, William
Stickney and Walter Allen. Their January 1881 findings concluded that the Ponca
had been treated unjustly and recommended that Congress legislate reparations
for losses resulting from removal.
40. Riggs had lived most of his life with the Indians. He and his family were
spared by the Sioux during the 1862 uprising in Minnesota.
41. Jackson is referring to the StaTiding Bear v. Crook decision.
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The Hicksite Friends*^ in Pa.~knowing the Agent at the Santee
Reservation wished to send aid to these Ponças, through him.
The Int. Dept. forbade him to deliver it!—
"The Santee Agent has received orders not to have anything
whatever to do with the relief which his religious society wished
to distribute through him," is Mr. Riggs's testimony.—
[Is not this malignity? Is not this tyranny? Has the Interior
Dept any right to forbid its employees to give charity to any suffering human beings?—]
I wish also to call your attention to the fact that Sec. Schurz ordered the Govt. Atty. in Nebraska to oppose the habeas corpus
suit for the release of the Ponças, on the ground that Indians
were not "persons".'— Do you think a man who ordered such an
argument as that is entitled to be called the friend of the
Indian?—
He has (since the excitement on this subject) claimed credit to
himself, for not having appealed from this decision in that case: —
but he knew very well that there was nothing which the friends
of the Indians so much desired as that he should appeal! He knew
very well that such an appeal, would carry the case right up to
the Supreme Court, & compel a decision there which might give
the protection of the law to every Indian in our country!— [A decision of the Supreme Court to that effect then, would have given
the protection of the law to every Indian in this country, and
taken the ground from under the feet of the Indian Ring at one
stroke:—and this, Carl Schurz hindered, and Carl Schurz alone!]
I wish also to tell you, that the famous Severalty Bill which he
framed, and introduced—was, as he framed it, an infamous Bill-—
it, as White Eagle said, "plucked the Indian like a bird, "—and the
minute that Bill was, thanks to the Mass. Senators & to Senator
Morgan, so amended, that it could have been passed without
danger to the Indian^ and without the profit to land speculators
originally afforded in it—that minute, the men in charge of the
Bill, & Schurz being back of them —ceased to push it —refused to
bring it up! This I know, for I was in Washington and watched it
all
I wish to tell you also, that he has framed & introduced a Bill
now, in regard to the Ponças, denying them, the years freedom of
choice, between Dakota & Indian Territory, as recommended by
the Près, and by the Ponca Commission.— Why does he do this?
42. The Hicksite Friends are one of the two divisions within the Society of
Friends, or Quakers.
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— Because he knows that if they fairly understand that they
have that choice, in less than one year, two thirds of them will be
back in Dakota again. On this point, I myself had doubt, till I
talked with Gen. Crook and Gen. Miles: they both say this: Gen.
Miles in the strongest terms.—
I mail to you today a copy of my book the "Century of
Dishonor. " I hope you will find leisure to glance at it sufficiently
to see, that I have not contented myself with a superficial study
of this subject—and that my convictions are not based on any
partizan [sic] showings of facts. I have carefully read every official Report of the Govt. on Indian affairs—for the last hundred
years:—and I do most honestly believe that no one can do that
and not feel as I feel on the question!
Yours most truly
Helen Jackson
New York.
Brevoort House.
March 2, 1881.
Unfortunately, Oliver Wendell Holmes's reaction, if any, to this
letter is unknown. Like so many of Jackson's friends and acquaintances, he was included in her plan of action to defend the
rights of the Ponca and other tribes. Her strong-willed personality would not allow those around her to ignore this challenge, and
she encouraged her friends, using any method available to get
their support.
It is reasonably certain that Jackson's writings in behalf of the
Ponca led to the entrance of the president and Congress into the
fray and to the final settlement of the question. As Jackson's letter to Holmes indicated, in mid-December 1880 President Hayes
appointed a commission to meet with the Ponca, both those living
in Indian Territory and those in Nebraska, and to make recommendations. With Gen. George Crook as the head, the commission
consisted of Gen. Nelson A. Miles and two civilians, William
Stickney of the Board of Indian Commissioners, a humanitarian,
philanthropic group of prominent men selected to work jointly
with the secretary of the interior in the disbursement of Indian
funds, and William Allen, a member of the Boston Indian Citizenship Committee. This commission, after conferring with both
groups of Ponca, recommended that compensation be made for
losses due to removal and that the Indians be allowed to select al-
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lotments on whichever reservation they desired. Their findings
had led them to believe that the Ponca in Indian Territory desired to remain, while those with Standing Bear wished to return
to Dakota. In February, President Hayes recommended that action be taken, and the following month Congress appropriated
$165,000 to indemnify the Ponca and to obtain lands in severalty
for them on either reservation. A special agreement with a Sioux
delegation was obtained in August 1881 to allow the Ponca to return to their former reservation in Dakota." The chapter was
thus closed on the Ponca controversy.
Even though the Ponca affair was resolved, Jackson continued
to write numerous letters to friends and newspaper editors on
other Indian issues. In the fall of 1881, she traveled to southern
California to write several articles for the Century Magazine. Appointed an official agent of the Interior Department in July 1882,
she made another visit to the area. Her novel Ramona, first serialized in the Christian Union in May 1884, was a result of her research trips in California." She had plans for a second Indian
novel, but a fall at her home in Colorado Springs resulted in a
broken left leg that never really healed. On 12 August 1885, she
died in San Francisco. Unfortunately, Jackson did not live long
enough to see the mature fruits of her labor. Her activities and
writings in behalf of the Indians would be seeds that later reformers would nourish until they grew into a lasting tribute to
her great spirit.
43. For more information on the final solution to the Ponca controversy, see
Prucha, American IndianPolicy in Crisis, pp. 118-19; Mardock, The Reformers and
the American Indian, pp. 183-85; Mardock. "Standing Bear and the Reformers," pp.
110-12; Howard, Ponca Tribe, pp. 37-39; and Fritz, Movement for Indian Assimilation, pp. 193-95.
44. For information about Jackson's Indian activities in California, see Valerie
Sherer Mathes, "Helen Hunt Jackson; Official Agent to the California Mission Indians," Southern California Quarterly 63 (Spring 1981): 63-82.
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